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IMPORTANT CONTACTS
MCIA OFFICE

Amy Hoechstetter................................ MCIA General Manager
Catherine Martin, Randi Cahill................................Office Staff

OFFICE HOURS:

Monday - Thursday................................... 9:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Friday................................ 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Central Time
Closed Saturday, Sunday, and holidays.
Telephone........................................................... 713-729-2167
Fax ......................................................................713-729-0048
General Email........................................... office@meyerland.net
Architectural Control................................ randi@meyerland.net
Community Assistance........................ catherine@meyerland.net
4999 West Bellfort St., Houston, TX 77035
Visit our website at www.meyerland.net

SECURITY

Precinct 5 Constable (including burglar alarms) ...........281-463-6666
Emergency........................................................................... 911
Houston Police Dept. Non-Emergency.........................713-884-3131

CITY OF HOUSTON

Houston Help & Information...................311 or 713-837-0311
District C Council Member, Ellen Cohen............832-393-3004
Meyer Branch Library..........................................832-393-1840
Godwin Park Community Center........................713-393-1840
CENTERPOINT ENERGY
Electric outages or electric emergencies
............................................. 713-207-2222 or 800-332-7143
Suspected natural gas leak
............................................. 713-659-2111 or 888-876-5786
For missed garbage pickup, water line break, dead animals, traffic signals,
and other city services, dial 311. Some mobile phone users may need
to dial 713-837-0311.
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Emilio Hisse................................................................. Section 2
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Open............................................................................ Section 3
Cary Robinson............................................................. Section 4
Patrick McAndrew....................................................... Section 5
Open............................................................................ Section 5
Barbara Marcus............................................................ Section 6
Lisa Gossett.................................................................. Section 6
Gerda Gomez............................................................... Section 7
Steve Sacks................................................................... Section 7
Marlene Rocher................................................. Section 8 North
Cory Giovanella................................................ Section 8 North
Bryan Holub......................................................Section 8 South
Jordan Longerot.................................................Section 8 South
Larry Rose........................................................... Section 8 West
Fred Wasden........................................................ Section 8 West
Ross Cunningham...................................................... Section 10
Robert Lordi.............................................................. Section 10
Eddy De Los Santos......................................................At-Large
Gerald Radack...............................................................At-Large
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Photo Opt Out - If you do not want your home’s photograph featured
in the newsletter, please send an e-mail to meyerlander@meyerland.net
with your address and the subject line “Opt-Out.”
Ad Disclaimer Statement - The Meyerland Community Improvement
Association neither represents nor endorses the accuracy or reliability
of any advertisement in our newsletter. We strongly encourage you to
do your own due diligence before responding to any advertisement.
Meyerlander and Meyerlander Monthly are trademarks of the
Meyerland Community Improvement Association (MCIA).
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Dear Editor:

As I was reading the newsletter this month, I noticed that the
home featured on the cover of the October 2017 issue used to
be my grandparents' home. I spent many happy days at that
house and while I was cleaning up my own house after Harvey
(our second flood), I wondered how it had fared. I hope that
the Cernoseks have enjoyed the house as much as my family
did and I hope that like the rest of us here in Meyerland, they
get back to normal soon.
Sincerely,
Forreste Markowitz

Kolter Strong
By Kathleen Crossett, Magnet Coordinator
On Saturday, August
26, category 4 Hurricane
Harvey made landfall
in Rockport, Texas, and
began an agonizingly slow
climb towards Houston.
Our area began to see
the strong outer bands
that night in the form of
pounding rain and violent
thunder and lightning. By morning, half of the beautiful homes in
our Meyerland neighborhood were flooded and the water continued
to rise higher. Ultimately, our beloved Kolter Elementary took on
approximately five feet of water in the cafeteria, three feet in each
classroom, four feet in our temporary buildings and almost our entire
neighborhood was flooded to some degree.
ABC-13’s Jeff Ehling highlighted some of the damage to our school
during his on-air boat ride through Meyerland.
When the Kolter administration learned about the devastation
of homes in the Meyerland area, we quickly coordinated volunteer
efforts to support families in cleaning out their homes. Once a list
of families in need of assistance was created, we gathered teachers,
friends, and volunteers from local churches, synagogues, non-profit
organizations, and businesses around the Houston area to help out.
The long process of cleaning up and rebuilding has begun. There
are also changes for Kolter as we have been informed by HISD that
we will be moved temporarily to the former Mandarin Chinese
Immersion campus in Bellaire, Texas. We will be in this campus
for a full school year, if not longer, and we will do our very best to
make this new school our home. Teachers have lost everything that
was in their classroom - years of lesson plans, collecting books and
spending their own money on material was all lost in this flood. Our
school may have been temporarily lost to the flood, but our hearts
still reside in Kolter Elementary, no matter the location.
You can watch more of Kolter’s hurricane recovery efforts on
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUqzZs-hdo8.
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Floodie to Floodie Advice

By Drew Shefman
I have some experience to share. I'm sure that most of you have
come to the realization that recovery, new normal, or whatever the
path is going to be, that it is likely going to be an unfortunate number
of months. Please start this honest and critical conversation with
with your work, boss and team. Inform them that you are going to
be affected by Harvey for months.
Please tell them that whatever compassion that they are showing
now, to please remember to keep that same compassion when all of
the debris is gone, there is no more mention on the news, and life
appears "normal" to the non-floodie. Have the conversation that
there is the real possibility that your work performance might be
impacted for months. That when it is time for your performance
review at the end of the year, that you might not have even been
paid by the insurance company to even start your recovery process.
This is a tough conversation to have, I know. I feel that it is much
better to have this honest and humble conversation with integrity
than to "try" to be the same at work and fail. Nobody wants to admit
that they can't do it, and I'm not saying that you can or can't. I'm
saying that your long term work performance from pre-Harvey to
post-Harvey will most likely be affected and that you should talk
about this with your team at work.
Whether you are working on your contents list, evaluating your
finances, dealing with FEMA, or all of the beat downs that life is
throwing at you, and will throw at you for the foreseeable future,
please be proactive in this communication at work.
For me, after Memorial Day, my company was fantastic. They
gave me the whole month off, but I failed to set the expectations
(for them and me) regarding the following months. I wish I had had
enough insight to have told them that the most likely scenario was
that my performance was going to drop. I wish I had asked to be
moved to a less intensive project, or when they asked if I wanted to
switch I could have heard it. I wished that I would have been open
to the reduction of hours when it was presented. I wish I had had a
conversation about an extended leave of absence or hiatus.
I wish I didn't pretend that my effectiveness at work could have
been the same. I wish I showed more honest and raw vulnerability
to my team and my company.
I wish I had had someone to have this conversation with me.
Editor’s Note: Drew and Pam Shefman's home flooded in the 2015
Memorial Day and 2016 Tax Day floods. They were fortunate and
were able to elevate their house out of harm’s way, one day prior to
Hurricane Harvey's landing in Houston.

Cover Credit
The sweet group on the cover delivered water and snacks to
Meyerland neighbors who were cleaning up after Hurricane Harvey. From left: Shannon Drake and her children, Zoe and Isaac
Drake; Helen Wright and her kids Mimi and Henry Wright.
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Meyerland Construction Expo
By Joyce Young

Hurricane Harvey
hit Meyerland hard.
For some residents
this was the first
flood experience
and for others it was
their second or third
flooding in three
years. Harvey’s impact
to the community
was massive and
approximately 80% of the homes in Meyerland suffered some form
of loss.
In order to quell residents’ fears and to provide information in
the most expedient way, Randi Cahill and Catherine Martin of the
MCIA office went to work and organized a construction expo in
order to disburse information to the residents in a central location.
The Meyerland Construction Expo was held on Saturday, October
14 at Lovett Elementary School.
There were 26 vendor booths that included builders, architects,
general contractors, house lifters, FEMA and SBA. The expo was
organized in three weeks’ time and hundreds of Meyerland residents
attended. Lots of information was dispensed to residents who were
unsure of their next steps, or needed more information in order to
make decisions.
The MCIA office was present and provided information
regarding the application process and rules, in addition to food
and refreshments. Information on FEMA assistance, SBA loans,
new construction, remodeling, elevating homes, architectural and
design services was provided by the vendors. All construction related
vendors at the Expo have done work in the Meyerland community.
A complete list of vendors is located at Meyerland.net.
Each of the vendors was charged a nominal fee for their booth
and all net proceeds will be donated to the PTO of each of the four
HISD schools that service the Meyerland community.
The Meyerland residents who attended the Expo were very
appreciative for the opportunity to speak with the many vendors
who addressed their various needs. Although Harvey reared its
ugly head on Meyerland, the Expo brought a glimmer of hope to
residents who have been displaced and in a quandary with decision
making. Thanks to the MCIA office for making the Construction
Expo a huge success.

䄀䰀䰀 䄀刀䔀 圀䔀䰀䌀伀䴀䔀℀
䔀渀琀爀愀渀挀攀 昀攀攀㨀 䐀漀渀愀琀椀漀渀猀 漀渀氀礀
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How to Save Water-Damaged Photos

By Orit Lagnado
In light of the recent extreme flooding in Houston, I have had
The photos may curl when dry and can be straightened by
many people ask me what to do with wet photos. Although I placing them under a heavy book. If there is a musty smell coming
specialize in photo organization and traditional/digital album from your photos once they are dry, place them in an open box
making, I have helped many friends and neighbors save their and put that box inside a larger, closed container with an open
flooded photos. The good news is that in many cases they can be box of baking soda inside to absorb odors. Be careful not to let the
salvaged! The key is to act quickly. The longer the photos remain baking soda touch the photos, and check the box daily for mold.
wet, the more likely they are to incur permanent damage.
If you do not have time to deal with wet photos immediately,
If the photos are in an album, try to gently remove them from place them in a resealable bag in the freezer. This will stop any
the sleeves. You may need to cut the plastic sleeves in order to further damage from occurring or mold from growing. When
get to the photos as they will not easily slide out.
you are ready to work on them, let them thaw out a little and
Fill a plastic bin with a few inches of distilled water. Using gently try to separate and clean them using the above method.
tweezers or being very careful with your fingertips not to touch
If you have wet memory cards, treat them as you would other
the image of the photo, hold each photo by the edge and gently electronics. Put them into resealable bags with fresh, dry rice and
place it in the water to wash off any debris, storm water, etc. If allow the water to draw out for a few days.
the photos are wet and stuck together, you can gently immerse
Photos and albums should be stored on a high shelf or 2nd floor
them in the water until they separate. You may need to swish of a house, with photos preferably in plastic bins. Avoid attics,
them around a little bit or try to carefully peel them apart but garages or non-climate controlled storage units.
be very gentle.
Editor’s note: Orit Lagnado lives in Meyerland and is the owner
Finally, place the photo face side up on towels or paper towels of a scrapbooking company, ScrapYourEvent.com.
to dry.
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Find Your Peace

By Aimee Alley Taylor, CHC, CPT, CYT 200
This article
was written not
long before so
many people's
world came
crashing down
with Hurricane
Harvey. In fact
we, like so many,
were flooded out
of our home and
now we are trying
to make our way
through "recovery". Some might say that this information is
ridiculous in times such as these, however I would tell you that
it is these very things that have kept me feeling somewhat sane
throughout the process. It is easy to be peaceful when life is full of
flowers and rainbows, but when life gets really tough you need to pull
out your tool kit. If you can work on these skills in the normal day
to day, you will eventually have these skills as habits which will serve
you well in times of crisis. Our hearts and prayers are with you, and

MONTHLY

I would encourage you to keep putting one foot in front of the other
and look for your blessings (even when they are difficult to find).
We rush from here to there, pick up this kid, drop off that one
and all the while we know that we need to slow down and find our
peace. We continue to put off the "task" of finding our peace, because
good grief who has time? Somewhere along the way, we started
wearing busyness as a badge of honor. We carry around a feeling
of righteousness because we are too busy to actually breathe. I beg
of you to take a step back and ask yourself if you are really living
or just getting through your daily life. We talk a big game of how
important our family is to us, yet do we really spend time enjoying
their company or simply live with them. What does it take to become
more mindful, to find your peace? It takes shedding the badge of
busy and taking a hard look at what you’re spending your time on
and with whom. It takes learning to breathe again. Finally, it takes
a consistent, focused effort on eliminating those things/activities/
people in your life that keep you from feeling peaceful and centered.
Now, please don't misunderstand that I think this is an easy task.
As with anything worth having, it takes hard work and dedication.
Here are five things I would encourage you to do to get started on
your path to mindfulness and peace.
1. Find time for silence, meditation and/or reflection in your day.
Whether it is 5 minutes or 45 minutes, you have to silence yourself
(Continued on Page 10)

BUYING LOTS
Meyerland

CASH QUICK “AS IS”
Larry Zomper
713.248.0908
Larry@Zomper.com
Larry Zomper is a licensed Texas Real Estate Broker
Copyright © 2017 Peel, Inc.
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At no time will any source be allowed to use The Meyerlander's contents, or
loan said contents, to others in any way, shape or form, nor in any media,
website, print, film, e-mail, electrostatic copy, fax, or etc. for the purpose of
solicitation, commercial use, or any use for profit, political campaigns, or other
self amplification, under penalty of law without written or expressed permission
from Peel, Inc. The information in the Meyerland Newsletter is exclusively for
the private use of the Meyerland CIA and Peel, Inc.
DISCLAIMER: Articles and ads in this newsletter express the opinions of their
authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Peel, Inc. or its employees.
Peel, Inc. is not responsible for the accuracy of any facts stated in articles submitted
by others. The publisher also assumes no responsibility for the advertising content
with this publication. All warranties and representations made in the advertising
content are solely that of the advertiser and any such claims regarding its content
should be taken up with the advertiser.
* The publisher assumes no liability with regard to its advertisers for misprints or
failure to place advertising in this publication except for the actual cost of such
advertising.
* Although every effort is taken to avoid mistakes and/or misprints, the publisher
assumes no responsibility for any errors of information or typographical mistakes,
except as limited to the cost of advertising as stated above or in the case of
misinformation, a printed retraction/correction.
* Under no circumstances shall the publisher be held liable for incidental or
consequential damages, inconvenience, loss of business or services, or any other
liabilities from failure to publish, or from failure to publish in a timely manner,
except as limited to liabilities stated above.
* The Meyerland CIA does not endorse any products, services, or goods mentioned
in the newsletter.

(Continued from Page 9)
each day to start to reconnect with yourself.
2. Contemplate what are your true priorities in life. What sets
your soul on fire? What will still be the most important to you in
5-10-50 years?
3. Honestly take a look at how you spend your time each day. How
much is wasted on social media, tasks that don't add value, or with
people that are not your priority?
4. Make a list of things that need to be lessened or eliminated and
how you will make that happen. Do you say yes to too many evening
events out of obligation? Do you say yes to too many volunteer
positions? Hold yourself accountable to say "no" more so that you
can find your peace.
5. Start a gratitude practice. Trust me when I say that gratitude
changes everything. The most annoying task can become a blessing
when using your "gratitude goggles". When you allow gratitude to
transform your heart and mind, then your peace will be easier to find.
Unfortunately, we don't find peace one day and then have it forever.
However, once you make enough space in your life for mindfulness
and reconnect with yourself, you will be able to find and nurture
your peace.
Editor’s Note: Aimee Alley Taylor is a Meyerland resident and
a Certified Health Coach, Certified Personal Trainer and the
owner of Green Peas & Blueberries – Whole Life Wellness, www.
greenpeasandblueberries.com

Garbage Collection Only
ELECTRICAL SERVICES

SERVICING ALL YOUR ELECTRICAL NEEDS

• Panel Upgrades
• Home Inspections
• TV Install/Mounting
• Troubleshooting
• Remodeling
• Landscaping Lighting
• Home Generators
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
LICENSED & INSURED

24-7 SERVICE

Take $25.00 Off Your
Next Service Call
FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED

713.467.1125 or 281.897.0001
www.WiredES.com

Houston residents, please remember that due to the disaster
debris collection efforts, the only regularly scheduled solid
waste service is garbage collection. All other scheduled services
– curbside recycling, yard waste and junk/tree waste – are
suspended until further notice. Please do not put your green
cart with recycling or yard waste bags out; they will not be
collected. We appreciate your cooperation and patience as we
all recover together. You may still bring your recycling to any
of the Neighborhood Depository and Recycling Centers; or
to the Westpark Recycling Center; all of which are open seven
(7) days a week for your convenience.
The City’s six (6) Neighborhood Depository and Recycling
Centers; the Westpark Consumer Recycling Center and the
Environmental Service Center will all be open seven (7) days
a week. The hours at each type of facility vary. Residents are
encouraged to bring their debris to one of the Neighborhood
Depositories to assist with the clean-up.
Proof of City of Houston residency is required at the
Neighborhood Depositories and the Environmental Service
Center. Please bring a current Texas Driver’s License or Texas
ID and a current water/utility bill or city property tax receipt.
For a detailed list of the materials accepted at each location
please see the website at www.houstonsolidwaste.org.

TECL 22809 Master 100394
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Incredible Renovations

STRENGTHEN YOUR FLOOD DEFENSES

Build New, Raise or Flood Proof
FREE ESTIMATE—(713) 532-2526
Let us help you get more insurance money

www.incrediblecrenovations.com
ONE STOP SHOP:
Structural Engineer, Architectural Designer,
Interior Designer on Staff
DEPENDABLE:
On Time On Budget…Guaranteed!
ACCOMPLISHED:
BBB Pinnacle Award 2011 & 2017, Award of
Excellence for Last 8 Years
EXPERIENCED:
Over 39 years Designing & Building Homes

“On Time. On Budget...Guaranteed!”

From design to
print to mail,
Quality Printing
can help you with
all of your
printing needs!
Call today for more info

512.263.9181
QualityPrintingOfAustin.com
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